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Abstract

Since the Stalnakerian common ground framework is modelled on cooper-
ative information exchange, it is challenging to analyse discourse in which
people say things they believe to be false (e.g. fictional statements or lies).
In this paper I discuss existing approaches to these challenges based on
distinguishing official and unofficial common grounds and propose an al-
ternative framework that involves updating a temporary workspace and
different closure operations on this workspace. I argue that an analysis
of bald-faced lies – the well-known counterexample to definitions of lying
that include an intention to deceive condition – as fictional statements
improves upon an analysis of bald-faced lies as lies in both frameworks.
Moreover, I argue that the workspace account has the additional advan-
tage of accounting for the bald-faced lie’s success-condition of ‘going on
the record’ by analysing bald-faced lies (like fictional statements) as trig-
gering parafictional updates of the form ‘In/According to story s, φ’.

1 Introduction

Suppose Aaron invites Sonia to his birthday party but Sonia does not want
to attend and hence says (1) even though actually she is feeling perfectly fine.
Compare this to Tolkien’s written statement of (2) in The Lord of the Rings:

(1) I have a cold.

(2) Frodo had a very trying time that afternoon.

Both Tolkien and Sonia defied the Gricean maxim of quality; They stated some-
thing they believed to be false. Yet, there is a strong intuitive difference between
these two speech acts; Whereas (1) is a lie, (2) is ‘merely’ a fictional statement
(i.e. part of a fictional narrative). A natural way of phrasing the difference is to
sat that lying, contrary to fiction telling, involves an intention to deceive (e.g.
Augustine, 1952; Williams, 2002); Whereas Sonia had the intention to deceive
Aaron into believing that she had fallen ill, Tolkien never meant to deceive
anyone into believing that some hobbit had a trying time on some afternoon.
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A well-known counterexample to such definitions of lying is what Sorensen
(2007) has dubbed the ‘bald-faced lie’, i.e. a statement that involves no intention
to deceive but that we do intuitively call a lie. For instance, Keiser (2016) dis-
cusses an example found in The Godfather II where mafioso Pentangeli is about
to testify against Corleone (the Godfather) during a senate hearing. Because
of Pentangeli’s previous unofficial statements it is common knowledge in the
courtroom that Pentangeli knows Corleone and his crimes. However, Corleone
has Pentangeli’s brother attend the hearing in order to remind Pentangeli of the
fact that by testifying, he puts the safety of his family in jeopardy. When asked
whether he served the Godfather, Pentangeli testifies:

(3) I never knew no Godfather.

Pentangeli thereby ensures that Corleone is not convicted and his own family
remains safe. Although (3) cannot involve an intention to deceive anyone (every-
one in the courtroom knows that Pentangeli did know the Godfather, everyone
knows that everyone knows this, etc.)1 we do call it a (bald-faced) lie.

There are three main strategies that theorists have adopted to deal with
bald-faced lies. First, we can bite the bullet; Bald-faced lies are valid examples
of lies so apparently lying does not necessarily involve an intention to deceive. To
make such an analysis tenable we need to provide a definition of lying that does
not involve intention to deceive but somehow still distinguishes lies from fictional
statements (e.g. Carson, 2006; Fallis, 2009; Stokke, 2013). A second strategy is to
deny the validity of the counterexample by arguing that bald-faced lies like in the
Godfather scenario actually do involve an intention to deceive (Lackey, 2013).
Third, we can deny the validity of the counterexample by arguing that bald-faced
lies are not really lies (e.g. Meibauer, 2014), e.g. because they are only quasi-
assertoric (e.g. Dynel, 2011; Leland, 2015; Keiser, 2016; Maitra, 2018).2 In this
paper I align myself with the latter group and I propose a Stalnakerian common
ground analysis of fictional statements, lies and bald-faced lies according to
which bald-faced lies function like fictional statements. The obvious benefit of
this approach is that we can avoid the “unhappy divorce” (Lackey, 2013; See also
Keiser, 2016) of definitions of lying and intention to deceive. One of the central
contributions of this paper is to argue that the bald-faced liar’s aim of ‘going
on the record’ – sometimes taken to show that bald-faced lies are assertions (by
e.g. Sorensen, 2007; Carson, 2006; Stokke, 2013) – can be used to the advantage
of accounts of this type.

1Arguably, this is not the case for all speech acts that we may call ‘bald-faced lies’. In
general, I assume that a speaker who states some proposition p that is blatantly false to only
a part of their audience (e.g. a politician fabricating facts in some public statement) performs
two separate speech acts: A lie towards people with whom it is not common knowledge that
p is false and a ‘real’ bald-faced lie (Cf. Maitra, 2018; Keiser, 2016) towards people with
whom this is common knowledge. Moreover, real bald-faced lies should be distinguished from
so-called ‘knowledge lies’ (Cf. Marques, forthcoming) that do not involve a direct intention to
deceive but do involve an intention to undermine the addressee’s confidence in ¬p by insisting
on p. A ‘pure’ bald-faced lie does not undermine anyone’s epistemic assurance, in part because
it is often clear to the addressee why the bald-faced liar said p in the first place.

2Cf. Harris (forthcoming) who argues that because bald-faced lies are not assertions, not
all lies are assertions.
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First, I briefly explore the challenges posed by modelling fictional discourse
(section 2.1) and lying (section 2.2) in a Stalnakerian common ground frame-
work. I briefly discuss the standard approaches to these challenges – the ‘unof-
ficial common ground accounts’ – and propose an alternative framework – the
‘workspace account’. I then argue that in both frameworks an analysis of bald-
faced lies as lies does not adequately account for the temporary acceptance of
the proposition expressed by the bald-faced lie and does not account for the
fact that a bald-faced lie is only successful if it ‘goes on the record’ (section
3.1). Next, I argue that an analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements
improves upon the analysis of bald-faced lies as lies in both frameworks but
that the workspace account has a definite advantage because it accounts for the
aspect of ‘going on the record’ by analysing fictional statements as triggering
so-called ‘parafictional’ updates of the form ‘In/According to story s, φ’ (Section
3.2). Lastly, I briefly introduce and counter five possible objections to my view
(section 4).

2 Common ground

The notion of ‘common ground’ not only is a key concept in pragmatics, but it
(and related notions such as ‘mutual knowledge’ or ‘joint attention’) also plays
an important role in other fields including philosophy (e.g. Lewis, 1969; Schiffer,
1972), epistemic logic and computer science (e.g. Fagin et al., 1995; Meyer and
Van der Hoek, 1995). In Stalnaker’s (1970) widely adopted pragmatic frame-
work the concept of common ground is used to model communicative practices
in collaborative inquiry. More specifically, it models how people’s assertions con-
tribute to a growth of shared information. Assertions are defined as proposals
to update the ‘common ground’, i.e. the set of mutually shared presuppositions
between speaker and addressee. Suppose Tolkien asserts (4):

(4) C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast.

Through this assertion Tolkien proposes that it becomes common ground be-
tween him and his addressee that C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast. In other words,
he proposes to further limit the ‘context set’ (i.e. the set of possible worlds com-
patible with the common presuppositions) by removing possible worlds in which
C.S. Lewis was not born in Belfast. Common ground can be defined as common
belief: p is common ground between a speaker s and an addressee a iff (where
Bxp means x believes that p):3

Bsp Bap
BsBap BaBsp

BsBaBsp BaBsBap
...

...

3For readers that wonder about potential problems with the infinite nature of this definition
see Lewis (1969) and Schiffer (1972).
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Alternatively, common ground can be defined as common acceptance4: p is com-
mon ground between s and a iff (where where Accxp means x accepts that p):

Accsp Accap
BsAccap BaAccsp

BsBaAccsp BaBsAccap
...

...

Stalnaker (2002) defines ‘acceptance’ as a propositional attitude that is similar
to belief but doxastically neutral. I can for instance accept that Santa lives on
the North Pole for the sake of conversation while I do not believe this.

In this paper I use the box notation of DRT (Discourse Representation The-
ory) developed by Kamp (1981) to represent common grounds. The choice for
DRT is independent of the common ground frameworks discussed in this paper.
I have chosen this formalism because it allows me to illustrate the different kinds
of common ground updates that are involved in the example sentences in a vi-
sually efficient manner. In DRT, NP’s in a discourse are mapped to ‘discourse
referents’ placed under several conditions in ‘DRS’s’ (Discourse Representation
Structures). A common ground updated with (4) is represented as follows:

(5)

x

Lewis(x )

born.in.Belfast(x)

2.1 Common ground and fiction

The common ground framework is modelled on cooperative information ex-
changes where people share their beliefs to increase their shared background.
Hence modelling conversations in which people say things they believe to be
false (as in fiction and lying) poses some challenges to this framework. For in-
stance, fictional statements such as (2) cannot be modelled as assertions (i.e.
as simple updates of the common ground). After reading The Lord of the Rings
it is not really common ground between Tolkien and myself that there was a
hobbit named Frodo that had a trying time. Rather, fictional content should be
somehow quarantined from non-fictional content.

2.1.1 Unofficial common ground accounts

Unofficial common ground accounts developed by Stokke (2013) and Eckardt
(2014) provide a way to quarantine fictional content from non-fictional content.
In line with traditional theories of fiction (e.g. Walton 1990; Currie 1990) a
sharp distinction is drawn between fiction and non-fiction interpretation; Asser-
tions are defined as proposals to update the ‘official’ common ground related

4More recently, common ground has been defined as common commitment, i.e. p is common
ground between s and a iff Ca,sp, Cs,ap, Cs,aCa,sp, Ca,sCs,ap, etc. where Cx,yφ means x is
committed to y to act on φ (e.g. Geurts, 1997).
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to our presuppositions about the real world. Fictional statements are defined
as proposals to update or create an ‘unofficial’ common ground related to the
relevant fictional work. Whereas in Eckardt’s framework, once created, unoffi-
cial common grounds continue to exists alongside the official common ground,
in Stokke’s framework unofficial common grounds are essentially temporary in
the sense that they exist for the purpose and duration of the fictional discourse.
Because we normally engage in multiple fictional narratives a typical ‘complete’
common ground will contain one official common ground and several (tempo-
rary) unofficial common grounds related to different fictions. For instance, the
complete common ground between Tolkien and myself updated with Tolkien’s
assertion (4) and fictional statement (2) from The Lord of the Rings (lotr) is
represented as follows:

(6)

〈 x

Lewis(x)

born.in.Belfast(x)

Official

,

x

Frodo(x)

trying.time(x)

Unofficiallotr 〉

Unofficial common grounds cannot be construed as belief based but have to
be construed as acceptance based; Tolkien and I do not actually believe but
merely temporarily accept that there is a hobbit called Frodo. The separation of
unofficial common grounds and the official common ground allows us to construe
the official common ground (for now) as belief based; Tolkien and I both believe
that C.S. Lewis did not use a typewriter.

2.1.2 Workspace account

I propose an alternative way of modelling the quarantining of fictional con-
tent – the workspace account– that is inspired by Matravers’ (2014) theory
of narrative interpretation. Matravers criticizes the ‘consensus view’ (Walton,
1990; Currie, 1990) that draws a sharp distinction between fiction interpretation
and non-fiction interpretation. In fact, our primary engagement with discourse
(i.e. entertaining its content) involves the same cognitive processes whether the
discourse is fictional or non-fictional. In line with this idea, in the workspace ac-
count, assertions and fictional statements are defined as a three-step algorithm
where the first two steps – opening and updating a temporary common ground
called the ‘workspace’ – are uniform for fiction and non-fiction. What differenti-
ates assertions from fictional statements is whether, at the end of the discourse,
‘assertive‘ or ‘fictive closure‘ is performed; Whether the content of the updated
workspace is added to the common ground directly, for non-fiction, or indirectly
as parafictional information under the relevant Lewisian (1978) ‘In/According
to story s’-operator (�s), for fiction. The intuition behind this parafictional up-
date is that fictional content does not simply ‘evaporate’ after engaging in a
fictional narrative but is retained as information about what is true in certain
fictions. Below a simplified representation of the Lewisian operator’s semantic
definition:

J�sφK = 1 iff in all possible worlds compatible with s, φ
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The possible worlds that are compatible with a story s are the worlds where s is
told as known fact that are most similar to – or ‘closest to’ – to (our conception
of) the actual world. For example, ‘According to The Lord of the Rings, Sam
carries Frodo up Mount Doom’ is true iff in all closest possible worlds where
The Lord of the Rings is told as known fact, Sam does in fact carry Frodo up
Mount Doom.

Below, a simplified representation of assertion (4) defined as a proposal to
open and update a workspace and, as a result of that, perform assertive closure.
First, a new workspace is opened. Unupdated workspaces are copies of the cur-
rent common ground (in this case it already contains, amongst other things, the
information that the sun rises in the east). I use primed discourse referents (x’,
y’, ...) to represent the content of workspaces:

(7a)

〈
sun.rises.in.east

. . .

Common ground

, sun.rises.in.east

. . .

Workspace〉

This workspace is then updated with the proposition expressed by (4):

(7b)

〈
sun.rises.in.east

. . .

Common ground

,

x’

sun.rises.in.east

. . .
Lewis(x’)

born.in.Belfast(x’)

Workspace〉

As soon as the non-fictional discourse ends, assertive closure is triggered, i.e.
the content of the common ground is replaced by the content of the workspace,
leaving us with a new common ground that contains the information expressed
by (4) and an inactive workspace:

(7c)

〈 x’

sun.rises.in.east

. . .
Lewis(x’)

born.in.Belfast(x’)

Common ground

,∅

〉

Next, a simplified representation of fictional statement (2) defined as a pro-
posals to open and update a workspace and as a result of that perform fictive
closure. Again, a new workspace is opened up which is a copy of the current
common ground:

(8a)

〈
sun.rises.in.east

. . .

Common ground

, sun.rises.in.east

. . .

Workspace〉

This workspace is then updated with the proposition expressed by (2):
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(8b)

〈
sun.rises.in.east

. . .

Common ground

,

x’

sun.rises.in.east

. . .
Frodo(x’)

trying.time(x’)

Workspace〉

As soon as the fictional discourse ends, fictive closure is triggered, i.e. the content
of the workspace is added to the common ground as parafictional information
under the relevant fiction operator. This leaves us with a new common ground
that contains the information that in The Lord of the Rings the proposition
expressed by (2) is true, and an inactive workspace:5

(8c)

〈 sun.rises.in.east

. . .

�lotr

x’

sun.rises.in.east

. . .
Frodo(x’)

trying.time(x’)

Common ground

,∅

〉

In short, whether we are engaging in fictional or non-fictional discourse,
the propositions expressed are temporarily common ground (i.e. part of the
workspace) while engaging in the discourse. This workspace is construed as ac-
ceptance based (i.e. Tolkien and I temporarily accept that C.S. Lewis was born
in Belfast and that Frodo had a trying time). At the end of the discourse this
temporarily accepted content becomes ‘stable’ or ‘persistent’ common ground,
i.e. it remains common ground unless and until revision forces us to revoke it.
In the case of non-fiction it is added to the common ground directly. In the
case of fiction it is added to the common ground embedded under the rele-
vant fiction operator. The common ground can (for now) be construed as belief
based (Tolkien and I really believe that it is true in The Lord of the Rings that
Frodo had a trying time). Fictional content is thus quarantined; Firstly in the
temporary workspace and secondly embedded under a fiction operator.

2.2 Common ground and lying

Modelling lying poses yet another challenge for the common ground frame-
work. If we follow consensus and analyse lies as a type of assertion, we can no

5Note that the copy mechanism in (8a) causes us to import information into the workspace
that we intuitively find true in The Lord of the Rings (e.g. that the sun rises in the east) but
also information that we may find less intuitive to be true in The Lord of the Rings (e.g. if
(2) follows (4) it is also true in The Lord of the Rings that C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast).
Similar issues arise in unofficial common ground accounts once we attempt to specify the
content available in unupdated unofficial common grounds.
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longer construe assertions as proposals to update a belief-based (official) com-
mon ground; Obviously when Sonia said (1) she did not herself believe that
she had a cold (i.e. ¬Bsp) and hence did not propose that this became com-
mon belief. Rather, after a successfully deceptive lie, a correct description of the
speaker’s and addressee’s beliefs would be as follows:

Bap
BsBap BaBsp

BsBaBsp BaBsBap
...

...

I argue that there are two potential fixes to the common ground definition of
assertion so that it can include lies: First, a switch to a doxastically neutral (i.e.
acceptance based) conception of the common ground, or, second, a moderate
psychologistic turn (i.e. a switch to talking about the addressee’s conception of
common belief).

2.2.1 Acceptance based common ground

Stokke (2013) opts for the first strategy and defines assertions as proposals to
update what is commonly accepted:

Accsp Accap
BsAccap BaAccsp

BsBaAccsp BaBsAccap
...

...

The above definition of assertion includes deceptive lies because, by lying, Sonia
proposes that it becomes commonly accepted that she has a cold; Sonia herself
accepts this and proposes that Aaron also accepts this (because he comes to
believe it).

A potential problem with this move is that it obfuscates the difference be-
tween official and unofficial common grounds or between the workspace and the
common ground. This problem is especially pressing for Eckardt’s version of the
unofficial common ground account where the content of both official and unoffi-
cial common grounds is accepted persistently. If unofficial and official common
grounds are all acceptance based there would essentially be no difference be-
tween fictional and non-fictional common grounds. In Stokke’s account and the
workspace account, if everything is acceptance based, the only real difference
between fictional and non-fictional discourse is whether you accept it temporar-
ily or persistently. Also this doesn’t seem to be enough to model the difference
between fiction and non-fiction. As Keiser (2016) phrases it: “my carrying on
a pretense with you is not a function of the length of time that I want us to
accept what is being said, but rather what kind of attitude we take to what is
being said” (p. 476).
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2.2.2 The addressee’s conception of common belief

Opting for the second strategy would entail defining assertions as proposals to
update the addressee’s presuppositions, i.e. the addressee’s beliefs about what
is common belief:

Bap
BaBsp
BaBsBap

...

This definition of assertion includes deceptive lies because, by lying, Sonia pro-
poses that Aaron believes the asserted content to be common belief. In the case
of assertion – where the speaker already believed the asserted content, i.e. Bsp
– such a proposal boils down to a proposal to update common belief (assum-
ing that the speaker also believes the assertion to be successful, i.e. BsBap,
BsBaBsp, etc.).

A potential issue with this strategy is that it involves a move away from the
traditional Stalnakerian framework – where speech acts are defined as proposals
to update a common ground – towards a psychologistic framework – where
speech acts are defined as proposals to update an agent’s mental states (i.e.
their beliefs about what is common ground). The move is ‘moderate’ because
this framework still makes use of the common ground terminology.

2.2.3 Comparing the acceptance based and psychologistic strategies

A potential motivation to go for the acceptance based definition of common
ground is that it seems to be in line with Stalnaker’s original conception of
common ground. Stalnaker argues that common ground should be construed
in terms of common acceptance rather than common belief. This is because
sometimes people “at least temporarily, and perhaps in a limited context”(2002,
p.716) ignore the possibility that some proposition is false in order to enable
smooth conversation. This happens when one conversational participant is aware
of a defective context (i.e. notices a divergence in the conversational participants’
beliefs about what is common ground) and responds by accommodating for
the defect by temporarily accepting something that she believes to be false as
common ground. For instance, an addressee may interpret the speaker as making
a mistake; A father holding his baby girl may respond to a colleague’s question
“How old is he?” by saying “16 months”. Stalnaker’s analysis of this situation is
that the addressee chooses not to address the perceived defective context but to
resolve it by accepting – for the purpose of the conversation – the information
“my baby is a boy’. Deceptive lies are the mirror image of this situation; Here
the speaker (e.g. Sonia) is the one that is in the know of the defect in context
and the one that decides not to address it but to accept the asserted content
(e.g. that Sonia has a cold) as true to make the context non-defective again.

Stalnaker offers a fair description of the mistake and liar case (i.e. I agree
that the content expressed by a lie (or mistake) is at least accepted temporar-
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ily for the purpose and duration of the conversation). However, in both the
workspace account and in Stokke’s version of the unofficial common ground ac-
count, a distinction is made between things that are accepted only temporarily
(for the purpose and duration of some fictional conversation) and things that
are accepted more persistently. In the workspace account this is the distinction
between information that was temporarily accepted (as part of the workspace)
also updating the stable common ground or not (only in an embedded form).
In Stokke’s account this is the distinction between information being part of
a temporary unofficial common ground or information being part of the stable
official common ground. Stalnaker does not distinguish between temporary and
stable common grounds and only establishes that the notion of common ground
in general cannot be in terms of common belief. However, once we introduce
this distinction, it becomes clear that establishing that a lie (or mistake) in-
volves acceptance that is temporary (and “perhaps in a limited context”) of the
expressed content is really only an argument for why workspaces or unofficial
common grounds should be acceptance based. It does not establish that the sta-
ble (official) common ground must be construed as acceptance based. Lies and
mistakes could just involve updating an unofficial common ground or workspace
that is only there for the duration of the conversation.6 It is an open question
whether lies or mistakes also involve updating the stable official common ground.

One way to to think about this question is by trying to establish what a
successful deceptive lie is (so as to establish what it is that the liar proposes).
Suppose Sonia was successful in her lie to Aaron that she had a cold. Is it then,
after the conversation has ended, stable common ground between Sonia and
Aaron that she had a cold (because they both accept this)? Or is it, after the
lie, not really common ground that Sonia had a cold but now Aaron falsely be-
lieves that this is stable common ground (i.e. because the addressee did and the
speaker did not update their conception of the official common ground with this
information)? Or, in case someone interprets the speaker as making a mistake,
is it after the conversation between the parent and the colleague stable com-
mon ground between them that the baby is a boy? Or is it not really common
ground, but the colleague now thinks that it is (i.e. because the speaker did and
the addressee did not update their conception of the official common ground
with this information)? The answer to these questions will ultimately depend
on how we want to use the concept of (official) common ground; Whether we
allow that someone can, after engaging in conversation, be aware of a stably
defective context (and not do anything about it but pretend that it isn’t de-
fective in the relevant conversations), or whether we think defective contexts
must always be resolved by stable acceptance. In other words, whether we want
to use the concept of common ground solely to explain linguistic behaviour or
whether we also think there is a notion of ‘real’ common ground between two
interlocutors that is dependent on their actual beliefs.

Both strategies discussed are possible in an unofficial common ground ac-

6In fact, Stalnaker’s admittance that accommodation involves some kind of pretense hints
in this direction; Sonia and the father are temporarily pretending that something is common
ground.
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count as well as in a workspace account. Stokke opts for an acceptance based
official common ground. As will become clear below, this is a necessary move
in his framework because of his analysis of bald-faced lies as lies. Since I prefer
an analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements I am not forced towards
either of the two strategies. When discussing my analysis, I opt for a moderate
psychologistic turn (although the arguments in the succeeding sections in favour
of an analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements also work for acceptance
based variants of the theories). I opt for this strategy because it allows us to
model what is interesting about the deceptive lie and how it differs from regular
assertions. Namely, that successful lies create an asymmetry in the beliefs of the
speaker and addressee (i.e. a defective context emerges that is not resolved).

3 Bald-faced lies

Now that we have an overview of the different possible accounts in place to
model fiction and lying in common ground terms, I turn to bald-faced lies. I
argue that, an analysis of bald-faced lies as lies misdescribes the temporary
acceptance of the expressed content and misdescribes the success conditions of
the speech act (section 3.1). Next, I propose that an analysis of bald-faced lies
as fictional statements improves upon an analysis of bald-faced lies as lies and
can, in the workspace account specifically, adequately account for the success
conditions of the speech act (section 3.2).

Consider another example of a bald-faced lie: Carson’s (2006) cheating stu-
dent scenario. A student accused of plagiarism is called to the dean’s office. The
student knows he plagiarized, the dean knows he did, the student knows that
the dean knows, etc. However, it is also well known that the dean will not punish
anyone who explicitly denies their guilt. When asked the student therefore says:

(9) I didn’t cheat on the exam.

Similarly to the Pentangeli case, the speech act cannot involve an intention
to deceive the addressee (i.e. it is common ground that the student did cheat
just like it was common ground that Pentangeli knew the Godfather). Yet, the
student is (bald-faced) lying.

3.1 Bald-faced lies as lies

First, we can construe bald-faced lies as lies. Stokke adopts this approach in his
unofficial common ground account. This means bald-faced lies are analysed as
proposals to update the official common ground.7 A common ground updated
with (3) is represented as follows:

7Here I obviously gloss over the fact that (3) is a fictional example.
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(10)

x y

Pentangeli(x)

Godfather(y)
. . .

¬ know(x, y)

Offical

Alternatively, in the workspace account, an analysis of bald-faced lies as lies
would mean they trigger assertive closure, i.e. update the stable common ground:

(11b)

〈 x y

Pentangeli(x)

Godfather(y)
. . .

Common ground

,

x’ y’

Pentangeli(x’)

Godfather(y’)
. . .

¬ know(x’, y’)

Workspace〉

(11c)

〈 x’ y’

Pentangeli(x’)

Godfather(y’)
. . .

¬ know(x’, y’)

Common ground

,∅

〉

This analysis forces a switch to an acceptance based notion of the (official)
common ground (i.e. Pentangeli’s speech act cannot be a proposal to update
the addressee’s conception of what is common belief since it is already common
belief that Pentangeli knew the Godfather). Pentangeli thus does not propose
that anyone believes that he knew no Godfather (he does not intend to deceive
anyone) but instead proposes that it becomes persistently commonly accepted
that he knew no Godfather. Similarly, the student proposes that he and the
dean persistently accept that he did not cheat (and that the dean believes that
they accept this, that the student believes that the dean believes this, etc.)

3.1.1 Temporary acceptance

The resulting characterization of the bald-faced lie is unsatisfactory because
it does not adequately represent the temporary acceptance of the proposition
expressed by the bald-faced lie. In the above versions of the workspace and un-
official common ground accounts, the (official) common ground is construed as
involving persistent acceptance. However, bald-faced lie scenarios are charac-
terized by temporary acceptance. Suppose after the courtroom meeting one of
the senators came up to Pentangeli in the hallway and asked him: “Hey, now
that we’re off the record, you did actually serve under Corleone, right?”. Their
conversation will continue as it did before the hearing (when it also was common
ground that he knew the Godfather) and Pentangeli can be expected to answer
something like: “Well, yes of course! We all know that. But I couldn’t say that
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during the hearing!”. Similarly, the dean may run into the student at a bar later
that week and ask a similar question: “So, tell me, off the record, you did actu-
ally cheat on your exam, right?” to which the student may reply: “Really? Off
the record? Well, yeah, you know that I did, right? But I wasn’t going to say
that then and there!”. It seems that in this sense the bald-faced lie scenarios are
better described as involving a kind of temporary acceptance for the purpose
and duration off the relevant conversation, i.e. while the conversation is ‘on the
record’ (similar to the temporary acceptance involved in workspaces or Stokke’s
unofficial common grounds). In other words, Pentangeli and the student are
only temporarily in ‘warranting contexts’ (Cf. Carson, 2006; Fallis, 2009; Saul,
2012) where they have an obligation to justify the truth of what they say when
challenged.8 Surely, in the courtroom or in the dean’s office, Pentangeli and the
student will need to defend what they said if challenged, but once they are off
the record they can admit that what they said was false.

3.1.2 Going on the record

Moreover, an analysis of bald-faced lies as lies misconstrues the success con-
ditions of the speech act. The purpose of bald-faced lies is often described as
that Pentangeli and other bald-faced liars want to ‘go on the record’ with what
they said. The desire to ‘go on the record’ is referred to by for instance Stokke
(2013; but also by Sorensen, 2007; Carson, 2006) to argue that bald-faced lies
must be assertions and hence lies; The bald-faced liar wants her speech act to be
‘recorded’ and this supposedly only happens through assertion and not through
fiction because this involves only temporary acceptance. However, there is lit-
tle consensus on what ‘going on the record’ means exactly. I take some agent
a putting some statement p ‘on the record’ as meaning that a ensures that it
becomes stable common ground that p was part of a certain conversation or
discourse d. This means that the bald-faced liar who says p does not actually
propose a stable common ground update with p (as in the case of assertion),
but with something of the form ‘In/According to conversation d, p’. In other
words, Pentangeli does not propose that anyone actually persistently accepts
or believes that he knew no Godfather – and that this becomes stable common
ground. This is irrelevant for Pentangeli and the Godfather.9 Rather, what’s im-
portant for the success of his bald-faced lie is that it becomes common ground
that he said the right things during the hearing.10 Specifically, he needs the
Godfather (one of Pentangeli’s addressees in the courtroom) to believe this.
Such an update of the common ground will actually ensure that Corleone is
not convicted (and hence save Pentangeli’s family). Pentangeli’s bald-faced lie
is thus successful if something like the following hedged or modalized proposi-
tion becomes stable common ground: ‘According to the courtroom proceedings,

8See section 4.3 on disagreement with a bald-faced liar.
9Pentangeli only cares about people temporarily accepting that he knew no Godfather in

so far as that what happens in the courtroom conversation determines what becomes part of
proceedings. In other words, he needs people to ‘play along’ in court but nobody needs to
persistently accept what he said as part of the (official) common ground.

10Leland (2015), Dynel (2011) and Harris (forthcoming) make similar points.
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Pentangeli did not know the Godfather’. Similarly, the student’s speech act is
successful if it becomes stable common ground between him and the dean that
he did not confess, i.e. that ‘According to the conversation in the dean’s office,
the student did not cheat on the exam’.

3.2 Bald-faced lies as fictional statements

I propose, contra Stokke, to analyse bald-faced lies as fictional statements.11

An analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements allows us an independent
choice of strategy in dealing with lies in the common ground framework, i.e. the
moderate psychologistic turn is still available.

For a psychologistic version of the unofficial common ground accounts an
analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements would entail that Pentangeli’s
speech act (being a fictional statement) is analysed as a proposal to update
(or create) the addressee’s conception of the unofficial common ground of the
courtroom conversation12 (and assertions and lies as proposals to update the
addressee’s conception of the belief based official common ground). Assuming
it was already official common ground who Pentangeli and the Godfather were,
the complete common ground updated with (3) thus looks as follows:

(12)

〈 x y

Pentangeli(x)

Godfather(y)

Official

,

x y

Pentangeli(x)

Godfather(y)

¬ know(x, y)

Unofficialcourt 〉

In a psychologistic version of the workspace account an analysis of bald-faced
lies as fictional statements entails that, whereas assertions and lies trigger as-
sertive closure, fictional statements and bald-faced lies trigger fictive closure.
In other words, the content of the addressee’s conception of the workspace13

(e.g. that Frodo had a very trying time that afternoon or that Pentangeli knew
no Godfather) is not added directly to the addressee’s conception of what is
common belief. Rather, it is added to the addressee’s conception of what is
common belief as modalized, parafictional information, i.e. respectively under
the ‘In/According to The Lord of the Rings’-operator and the ‘In/According to
the courtroom proceedings’-operator (�court):

11This understanding of bald-faced lies comes closest to Maitra’s (2018) who discusses sim-
ilarities between bald-faced lies and the utterances of an actor on stage. However, Maitra has
a different understanding of ‘going on the record’ that is deemed irrelevant to what the actor
and bald-faced liar do. Moreover, I prefer to stick with the term ‘fictional statement’ so as to
not exclude the possibility of written bald-faced lies.

12Since liars ‘play along’ with their lie during the relevant discourse the actual unofficial
common ground coincides with the addressee’s conception of it even when engaging with lies.

13Again (see footnote 12), the addressee’s conception of the workspace coincides with the
actual workspace even when engaging in lies.
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(13b)

〈 x y

Pentangeli(x)

Godfather(y)
. . .

Common ground

,

x’ y’

Pentangeli(x’)

Godfather(y’)
. . .

¬ know(x’, y’)

Workspace〉

(13c)

〈
x y

Pentangeli(x)

Godfather(y)
. . .

�court

x’ y’

Pentangeli(x’)

Godfather(y’)
. . .

¬ know(x’, y’)

Common ground

,∅

〉

3.2.1 Temporary acceptance

An advantage of an analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements is that it
enables us to make sense of the fact that the propositions expressed by bald-faced
lies are only accepted temporarily.14 If we adopt an analysis of bald-faced lies as
fictional statements in Stokke’s unofficial common ground account, bald-faced
lies and fictional statements update a temporary unofficial common ground,
i.e. the interlocutors temporarily accept that Pentangeli knew no Godfather or
that Frodo had a trying time some afternoon. At the end of the discourse – as
the hearing ends or as we stop reading The Lord of the Rings – the unofficial
common ground evaporates. Hence the content expressed by the bald-faced lie is
only accepted temporarily. In the workspace account bald-faced lies and fictional
statements update a temporary workspace during the discourse. At the end of
the discourse fictive closure is triggered and the expressed propositions – that
Pentangeli knew no Godfather or that Frodo had a trying time some afternoon
– are no longer accepted in their unembedded form (but a prefixed version is
added to the addressee’s conception of the stable common ground). Hence, as in
the unofficial common ground account, the content expressed by the bald-faced
lie is only accepted temporarily.

3.2.2 Going on the record

Another advantage of the analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements is
that in the workspace account it allows us to account for the fact that bald-faced
lies are successful if they ‘go on the record’. I have argued that Pentangeli’s and

14In Eckardt’s account, unofficial common grounds are non-temporary so this aspect of
bald-faced lies remains unaccounted for.
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the student’s bald-faced lies are proposals to make it stable common ground that
‘According to the courtroom proceedings, he knew no Godfather’ and ‘According
to the conversation in the dean’s office, the student did not cheat on the exam’.
Crucially, these are parafictional statements of the form ‘In/According to story s,
φ’ (i.e. �sφ). In the workspace account a bald-faced lie p (or a fictional statement
p) is analysed as ultimately a proposal to make the addressee’s conception of
what is common belief include �sp. Hence the workspace account can model
how the bald-faced liar succeeds at ‘going on the record’ with their speech act,
i.e. making �sp stable common ground (assuming that the bald-faced liar also
believes that their speech act was successful). In the unofficial common ground
accounts there are no parafictional updates of the official common ground at
the end of fictional discourse and hence this aspect of bald-faced lies remains
unaccounted for.

4 Possible objections

Now that I have made my case why, as a speech act, the bald-faced lie is much
more akin to a fictional statement than to a lie, I will introduce five possible
objections to this analysis and offer replies.

4.1 Non-fictional parafictional updates

A possible objection to the analysis outlined above is that updates of the form
‘According to the courtroom proceedings, he knew no Godfather’ are also pos-
sible in non-fictional discourse. For instance, Stalnaker maintains that, since
speech acts are so-called ‘manifest events’, as a side effect of a asserting p, it
may also become common ground that a said p in some conversation or dis-
course d. Arguably, if it is also common ground that a’s assertion was accepted,
this will imply that it was common ground in d that p (or �dp). So can ‘going
on the record’ not also be achieved through regular assertions or lies?

Although I agree that people can also ‘go on the record’ with non-fictional
discourse, this does not establish that bald-faced lies could just as well be anal-
ysed as regular assertions. The crucial difference between fictional statements
and assertions is that this ‘parafictional update’ in the case of non-fiction is a
non-essential update (as it is for Stalnaker) whereas it is an essential update
in the case of fiction. In other words, when a asserts p, a proposes to make
p common ground (through the workspace), not to make p and �cp common
ground. On the other hand, when a fictionally states p, a proposes to make �cp
common ground (through the workspace). Hence an assertion is also successful
if the parafictional update does not take place but a fictional statement is not
(e.g. Tolkien’s fictional statement (2) is not successful if, after reading The Lord
of the Rings, it is not common ground that in The Lord of the Rings, Frodo
had a very trying time). This is exactly why bald-faced lies are like fictional
statements; A bald-faced lie p is only successful if we temporarily accept p and
as a result of that the common ground is updated with �cp.
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Moreover, even if we would (contra Stalnaker) construe assertions as involv-
ing a parafictional update as part of their essential updates, (i.e. define asser-
tions as proposals to update the common ground with p and �cp and fictional
statements as proposals to update the common ground with �cp) bald-faced
lies would still be more like fictional statements precisely because (like fictional
statements) their success does not depend on whether the common ground is
updated with the content they express but only on whether it is updated with
the relevant parafictional update.

4.2 Commitments in bald-faced lie scenarios

Another possible objection to the current proposal is that conversations in in-
stitutional settings, such as in a courtroom or in the dean’s office, seem to be
eminent models of conversations where what people commit themselves to (i.e.
what ‘goes on the record’) is essential for determining subsequent actions and
sanctions in the real world. Bald-faced lies such as Pentangeli’s and the student’s
take place in such contexts and hence it is counterintuitive to analyse them as
akin to fictional statements. Fictional statements do not impose commitments
on speakers like assertions do, so how can they determine possible sanctions?

In response to this, I suggest that in fact the whole conversation in a bald-
faced lie scenario can be understood as a pretend-conversation. To make this
intuitive, suppose that Pentangeli had in fact wanted to harm the Godfather
and testified against him in court (or that the student, for some reason, wanted
to be punished and confessed in the dean’s office):

(14) Yes, I knew the Godfather.

In this scenario it still does not matter to Pentangeli whether anyone somehow
comes to accept or believe that he knew the Godfather. Actually, everyone
already believes this and Pentangeli is aware of this. So, again, his utterance of
p is not aimed at making p common ground.15 To really hurt the Godfather,
Pentangeli needs it to become common ground that ‘According to the courtroom
proceedings, Pentangeli knew the Godfather’. Again, the speech act is aimed at
a parafictional update that results from fictive closure:

15Harris (forthcoming) makes the similar point that a witness who already admitted every-
thing on the courthouse steps, with everyone present who is also in the courtroom, still will
have to repeat this confession in the courtroom in order to affect subsequent legal sanctions.
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(15c)

〈
x y

Pentangeli(x)

Godfather(y)
. . .

�court

x’ y’

Pentangeli(x’)

Godfather(y’)
. . .

know(x’, y’)

Common ground

,∅

〉

So not only bald-faced lies but also other utterances that could be made in bald-
faced lie scenarios (e.g. (14)) should be understood as fictional statements.16

Likewise, the whole conversation in the courtroom or in the dean’s office can
be understood as a kind of pretend-conversation, i.e. as consisting of fictional
statements.17 Even if everyone present in court already knows that someone is
in fact guilty, still the parties involved will speak as if they do not yet know this
and are trying to establish what happened based on the available testimonies
and evidence. As Keiser (2016) helpfully suggests, the courtroom conversation is
much like a proof; You may not assume its conclusion even if you already know it
to be true. What determines potential sanctions is what we eventually have been
able to ‘prove’ or establish as ‘true according to the courtroom conversation’.
For instance, even though it may be common ground that someone is guilty,
if we cannot ‘prove’ this in an institutional setting, they are considered legally
innocent. Hence, even though the conversations in court or in the dean’s office
are pretend-conversations, the commitments made within these conversation are
pivotal for determining subsequent action; The way the pretend-conversation
progresses will determine the relevant parafictional data.

Additionally, this analysis explains why Pentangeli and the student are being
asked questions in the first place that are somehow ‘insincere’ because the per-
son asking already knows the answer to them; In the pretend-conversation the
questions asked are sincere because it is part of the pretense that the questioner
does not yet know the answer to them. Moreover, the analysis accounts for a
special feature of courtroom talk of being able to ‘scratch’ or undo statements.
A similar ‘scratching’ is possible in pretend play where you can stop and rewind
pretend scenarios to revise what will eventually be true in the fiction.18 By con-
trast, taking back something you have asserted requires retraction of something

16Not all possible utterances in bald-faced lie scenarios constitute continuations of the
pretense. See footnote 19.

17In this respect the analysis is similar to Keiser’s (2016) account according to which bald-
faced lies are moves in language games; Pentangeli makes a move in the courtroom game by
which he avoids scoring points against the Godfather. In the workspace account these language
games are understood as pretend-conversations and ‘scoring points’ is analysed as ensuring
that the desired parafictional updates take place.

18This seems to be what the senator questioning Pentangeli initially attempts in reply to
the bald-faced lie: “Mr. Pentangeli, you – you are contradicting a sworn statement you’ve
previously made to me and signed. I ask you again, sir, here and now under oath: Were you
at any time a member of a crime organization headed by Michael Corleone?”
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that was said; You cannot simply replay the discourse and make it true that
you never said it.

4.3 Disagreement with a bald-faced liar

In line with the previous concern, Marques (forthcoming) has recently argued
that the fact that we can (and often do) disagree with bald-faced liars shows
that bald-faced lies cannot be fictional statements. People contradict bald-faced
lies because it is important for them to ‘set the record straight’. We don’t feel
compelled to (and shouldn’t) contradict fictional discourse. For instance, you
wouldn’t interrupt an actor on stage because you believe that they uttered a
falsity.

The analysis of bald-faced lie conversations as pretend-conversations explains
why people can (and often will) disagree with a bald-faced liar in institutional
settings. The disagreement takes place within the pretend-conversation and is
crucial for determining what eventually is parafictional truth. Although I agree
with Marques that we shouldn’t disagree with an actor on a stage, this is be-
cause, as an audience member, you cannot influence fictional truth. However,
scripted performances are not the only kind of fictional discourse. Courtroom
conversations are probably more akin to unscripted pretend-discourse (e.g. ‘im-
prov’ or role-playing games) which can involve disagreement. Consider the fol-
lowing pretend-conversation:

(16) Mary : Help! A dragon is approaching. Flee!
John: Don’t worry, it is actually a unicorn.
Mary : Eh, no... It really is a dragon and now it’s spitting fire on you!

Here two ‘actors’ engaged in a pretend-conversation are both equally licensed
to determine what is fictionally common ground and hence what is true in
their game of pretense. There is no real disagreement between Mary and John
whether there is a dragon approaching (it is stable common ground that dragons
do not exist) but there is a temporary pretend-disagreement. Their pretend-
disagreement over what kind of creature they are facing influences whether,
after the pretend play, the parafictional information that “In the pretend play,
a dragon approached John and Mary” is stable common ground or not.

Similarly, the senator questioning Pentangeli or the dean questioning the
student can disagree with the bald-faced liar and push their interlocutor on what
they said within the pretend-discourse. Although the questioners themselves
would probably not be allowed to respond with “That’s not true/a lie”,19 they

19 Since it is part of the institutionalized pretend play that the conversation is a cooperative
information exchange where the questioner is trying to find out what happened, the dean’s
or senator’s utterance of “That’s a lie/false” would be inadmissible. In these contexts such a
statement would not serve its ordinary function of signalling that an attempt to deceive has
failed. Rather, it functions like a notification that the questioner is refusing to play along with
the bald-faced liar and terminates the pretend-discourse. In some bald-faced lie scenarios (e.g.
the cheating husband or chicken thief scenarios described in section 4.4) such a refusal would
be an admissible move but in institutional settings officials such as the dean and the senator
are not allowed to break character in this way. Arguably, another witness could potentially
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can report on someone having directly contradicted the bald faced liar. The
bald-faced liar, or another party in the pretend-conversation that wants the
content expressed by the bald-faced lie to become parafictional truth, will then
respond by defending the bald-faced lie. Hence we can expect, as Marques also
notes, that bald-faced liars will often accuse the party that contradicts them
of being the liars. For instance, the courtroom discourse in The Godfather II
continues as follows:

(17) Senator : We have a sworn affidavit – we have it – your sworn affidavit
that you murdered on the orders of Michael Corleone. [...]
Pentangeli : Look, the FBI guys, they promised me a deal. So, so I made
up a lot of stuff about Michael Corleone ‘cause that’s what they wanted.
But – But it was all lies. Uh... everything!

Again, there is no real disagreement between the senator and Pentangeli over
whether Pentangeli knew the Godfather; It is stable common ground that he did.
There is, however, a temporary pretend-disagreement between the interlocutors,
through which both the senator and Pentangeli attempt to fix the record (i.e.
influence the parafictional information that eventually becomes stable common
ground).

4.4 The point of fiction and bald-faced lies

An additional possible concern with my view is that bald-faced lies and fic-
tional statements seem to differ essentially in the point of the speech acts. Both
Pentangeli’s and Tolkien’s speech acts can be construed as proposals to up-
date the workspace and trigger fictive closure, but only for Pentangeli does the
parafictional update really seem to be the point of the speech act; The point of
Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings is to make its readers imagine its content (which
involves updating the workspace) and enjoy that experience, not to stock up on
parafictional beliefs.

First, it is important to note that it is unclear whether a difference in the
point of bald-faced lies and fictional statements is relevant for deciding what
kind of speech acts bald-faced lies are; Why people are performing some speech
act (e.g. telling a fictional story) seems to be an essentially different question
from whether people are performing this speech act. Still, it is interesting to
see whether and why the motivation behind these two types of speech acts may
diverge.

Second, it is not obvious that this difference in motivation generalizes to
all stereotypical fictional statements. Suppose the CEO of a firm calls in an
employee, Mike, after Mike disagreed with him during a meeting. The CEO
tells the following story: “Listen, Mike. Once upon a time there was an annoying
little midget that pissed on a giant’s cake. Do you want to know what the giant
did to the midget? He ate him, Mike.” Is the point of this fictional story to make
Mike temporarily imagine a story about giants and midgets or is the point of

accuse the bald-faced liar of lying without breaking character in the pretend scenario).
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this story to make Mike believe that ‘In the CEO’s story, the giant eats the
midget that bothered him’ and draw the ‘appropriate’ lessons from that?

Third, even if the point of fiction is generally to make its audience entertain
its content, sometimes this is the point of a bald-faced lie as well. Pentangeli’s
statement in court and the student’s statement in the dean’s office are examples
of bald-faced lies in rule-bound institutional settings. However, bald-faced lies
can also be more spontaneous. Meibauer (2014) discusses the case of a cheating
husband who tells his wife that he has spent the night in his office while it
is common knowledge that he was with his lover. Or consider Cargile’s (1970)
bald-faced lie scenario in which a man catches his son-in-law in his chicken coop
at 5 AM holding two dead chickens. The son in law then says: “I must have
scared off the thief”. Arguably, the aim of these bald-faced lie is to make the
people involved entertain or uphold a favourable narrative about their marriage
or family relations (not to obtain parafictional beliefs about such a narrative).
Such bald-faced lies are thus in this sense even more like stereotypical pretend-
discourse than Pentangeli’s speech act. This suggests that, if there is a difference
in the point of bald-faced lies and fictional statements, it is a gradual difference
where bald-faced lies and fictional statements lie on a continuum; They are
similar in the sense that both result in parafictional updates but bald-faced lies
can be more or less like stereotypical fictional statements depending on whether
they are also aimed at this result.

4.5 Blameworthiness

The last potential worry with the analysis outlined above is that bald-faced lies
and fictional statements seem to differ essentially with respect to blamewor-
thiness; Whereas the bald-faced liar is blameworthy for saying something false
(e.g. Pentangeli can be convicted of perjury), someone that tells a stereotypical
fictional story (e.g. Tolkien) is not blameworthy – rather, they are praiseworthy
– for stating something false. If Pentangeli is just telling a fictional story, why
should he be any more blameworthy than Tolkien?

First, although we can deem some bald-faced liars (e.g. the student) blame-
worthy (contra Sorensen, 2007), blameworthiness does not extend to all bald-
faced lie scenarios.20 Can we really blame the couple in the cheating husband
scenario or the father and son-in-law in the chicken thief scenario for pretend-
ing their relation is better than it is? Moreover, many examples of bald-faced
lies in institutional settings (e.g. the case of Pentangeli) involve some kind of
coercion into making a particular statement. The Godfather was non-verbally
threatening to hurt Pentangeli’s family if he would testify against him. Can we
really blame Pentangeli for working the system to protect his family?

Second, in cases where the bald-faced liar does seem to be blameworthy (to
some extent) I follow Maitra (2018) who argues that this is because of an im-
plicit or explicit ‘honor code’ that requires the bald-faced liar to not just ‘tell

20It is not even clear that blameworthiness extends to all lies. Is the white liar blameworthy?
Or the liar that saves innocent people with their lie?
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some story’ but be truthful in the relevant context. For instance, the student
is blameworthy for (by telling a fictional story) creating an unfair academic
advantage for himself compared to the other students. Likewise, Pentangeli is
to some extent blameworthy for creating an unfair trial. Such honor codes are
not in place when people tell stereotypical fictional stories or in the described
cases of spontaneous bald-faced lying. Moreover, given that there is an implicit
or explicit expectation for the courtroom (or conversation with the dean) pro-
ceedings to track the truth, bald-faced liars can also be construed as being
blameworthy for (indirectly) deceiving an abstract third party that would read
the proceedings expecting them to be truthful.

5 Conclusions

In this paper I have explicated different possible strategies to model fiction and
lies in Stalnaker’s common ground framework. I have used DRT to represent
common grounds because its box notation allows us to illustrate different kinds
of common ground updates in a visually efficient manner. To model fiction we
can either adopt an unofficial common ground account and distinguish stable
official common grounds from temporary unofficial common grounds. Alterna-
tively, we can adopt a workspace account and distinguish two closure operations
(assertive and fictive) on a temporary workspace that update the stable common
ground. Fictive closure involves a parafictional update of the form ‘In/According
to story s, φ’. To model lies we can either switch to an acceptance based con-
ception of the stable (official) common ground or we can take a moderate psy-
chologistic turn and define speech acts as proposals to update the addressee’s
belief based presuppositions.

I have argued that an analysis of bald-faced lies as fictional statements is
superior to an analysis of bald-faced lies as lies. The analysis of bald-faced lies
as fictional statements allows us to account for the temporary acceptance of the
content expressed by the bald-faced lie. In a workspace account it also allows us
to adequately model the success condition of the bald-faced lie of ‘going on the
record’ as consisting in a parafictional update. In response to possible objections
I have argued that even if non-fictional statements also involve a ‘parafictional’
update, this does not constitute an essential update of the speech act as it does
in the case of bald-faced lies and fictional statements. Second, the analysis of
bald-faced lies as fictional statements can be extended to the entire conversation
in bald-faced lie scenarios. This allows us to explain (amongst other things) why,
even when p is common ground, testifying p is just as relevant as testifying ¬p
and why people can disagree with bald-faced liars. Last, I have aimed to defuse
some worries about supposedly essential differences between bald-faced lies and
fictional statements such as the point of the speech act and blameworthiness.
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